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My collection is at 32 sets now! :-D
Posted by Shadox - 2007/11/16 01:27

_____________________________________

Guslandt,
Sounds like the illness is well on it's way.
-Shadox
============================================================================

My collection is at 32 sets now! :-D
Posted by thomast22 - 2007/11/16 08:43

_____________________________________

My collection is
4 Den of Evil Room & Passage sets
4 Den of Evil wicked additions set
4 Room & Passage sets
2 Deluxe Room sets
3 Narrow Passage sets
1 Short Passage sets
1 Wicked Addition set
1 Wicked Additions 2 set
1 Traps set
2 Advanced Builder
1 Ogre's Den
1 Starter Set
2 Floor sets
2 Cavern sets
2 Cavernous Rivers & Walls set
4 Cavernous Lake set
1 Cavernous Passage set
4 Medieval Building sets
2 Medieval Building Expansion sets
WOW 42 sets- I plan on gettting 8 more sets in jan or so after my Xmas and birthday gift certificates
come in.
============================================================================

My collection is at 32 sets now! :-D
Posted by jkratzer - 2007/11/16 10:20

_____________________________________
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Guys;
I'm scared to inventory my stuff; sometimes it seems to grow overnight, like either a fungus, or Topsy
(remember Topsy?).
BUT, then I read the newsletters like the one Jeff just posted, and I know why the collection keeps
getting bigger!
And then yansolo and Thod come out with THEIR custom stuff, and it multiplies AGAIN!
And if I start doing my N-scale railroad dwarven-mine crossover project, I'm REALLY going to be in
trouble!
Oh, NO!
help me, help meeeeeeeeeee.........
(tiny voice fades into silence)
============================================================================

My collection is at 32 sets now! :-D
Posted by Thod - 2007/11/16 13:00

_____________________________________

Jim
Yes - I've also been thinking about combining some N-scale rails with some sculpting / scratch building
to create some mines. And for once create some free of HA or other strings - which would allow me a lot
more freedom do do what I like with the molds and the products once I've done them.
Wasn't this what you asked for when you asked for help.
Or did I misunderstand you once again (sorry - can't find the smilie for the evil grin at the moment)
Thod
============================================================================

My collection is at 32 sets now! :-D
Posted by jkratzer - 2007/11/17 10:42

_____________________________________

Thod,
We-l-l-l, actually, more along the lines of "help this poor fool, before he branches off into MORE
modeling projects!" but helping me figure out how to make kato unitrack into flexible track to fit into DF
pieces will probably be a better idea. And for that matter, I still have to figure out WHAT scale or gauge
of track to use in the DF tunnels/passages as mine drifts, etc.
I've got a LOT of research to do before I try THIS one on, and since Sandy and I have a
kitbash/scratchbuild of a brig-rigged Schooner - in styrene - to do FIRST, this one is very much a
'back-burner' project for now.
But it IS sitting there, simmering. So don't think I don't appreciate the offer of assistance, and any ideas
you, Thod, or anyone ELSE may pop out with in the meantime.
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And Stefan, Jeff; if YOU TWO come up with something in the meantime, you may rely upon my
discretion to DROP the mine trains FAST! You guys should know by now that when DF makes
something, I STOP! I will NEVER step on your copyrights, as long as DF is actively designing or making
an item, I will not - at least, not knowing, and if it turns out I accidentally duplicate something you're
doing, well, as with the 6" Sci-Fi wall, I STOP - besides, yours looked SO MUCH better than mine did
anyway!
Jim
============================================================================
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